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Introduction 
It is stil a desire of the geneticists and plant br田dersto pursue studies 
to elucidate the mode of lnheritance and linkage of various plant characters. 
These characters may or may not be of practi巴alimportance， and some have 
included physiological defects. For such genetical studies， barley with its 
small number of chromosomes and a large number of clearly distinguishable 
characters has attracted wide interest among workers， ranking next加 malze
among important crop plants. Authors attempt to present additional infor-
mations on the heredity of some characters of interest on barley. 
As pointed out by Vavilov (1925)， barley of China and Japan compri鴎
diverse forms varying in both the morphological and physiologi巴alcharac-
t泡risti<.'s.This facts had attracted considerable attention of • Japanese geneti-
cists some two decades ago. The present writβrs， while making genetical 
studies on the geographical differentiation of the cultivated barley， have 
always felt the necessity of accumulating more knowledge on the characters 
of barley of Far East. During their 戸riodof study some valuable materials 
for linkage analyses were fortuIJa.tely obtained which has made it伊ssible
to advance this work. A series of studies on the inheritance and possible 
linkage relations of some characters that were of practi阻 lorgeneti阻 1impor-
tance were made since. These include works on uzu or semi-brachytic ge国
which have al四adybeen published， and the pre回ntreport which deals with 
the 1∞ation of the genes for ligule-less， bracteate， elevated and “subja田nt"
hood and fragile stem characters， along with interrelation of three genes in 
linkage group III. 
Hearty thanks are due to Dr. Warren H. Leonard， Profes回rof Agro-
nomy， Colorado A & M College， U. S. A.， who kindly provided the authors 
with some indispen田blematerials， and constantly support冶dthe progress of 
the p問 sentstudy. 
Materials and Methods 
The e玄perimentswere performed during the past several y田 rsat the 
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Ohara Institute. Principal varieties used were scト阻lled“Ligule-less" ， “Brae-
teate"， Kamairazu， CheI】gchouNo. 5 and Tayeh No. 13. The fir日tthr肥
varieties were received from the National Agricultural Ex戸rimentStation at 
Konosu， Japan， and the last two collected in China by the回niorauthor. 
A number other of J apanese bar]ey were a180 used to a limited 阻 tent，par-
ticularly for linkage study. A detailed description of characters of these 
varietie8 are given at respreetive ehapters. 
For determining the linkage relations， interaction of the chara巴tersin 
question with the characters listed below we四 testedprincipally in Ft gene-
ration， and in some cases in Fs generation. 
l>inkage ~roup Character pairo Oene Rymbols 
I Non-six-ro曹 洞.sII-row Vv 
No四lal刊. long awned glume Ee 
II Black刊. white palea Bb 
III Covered vs. naked grain Nn 
Long vs. short awn Lklk 
Lax V8. dense ear Ll 
IV Blue vs. white alcuron layer Blbl 
Normal hood VS. long awn Kk 
v Long vs. short haired r叫 hilla 88 
Rou宵hvo. s皿∞thawn Rr 
VI Normal vs. uzu (Sel'li-brachytic) Uzuz 
Oreen vs. white seedling Acs<: 
Oreen vs. white oeedling A.，an 
VIJ Normal vs. brachytic Brbr 
Normal vs. xantha艶edling 玄cXど
The parental varieties having the marker genes in the respective linkage 
groups are shown in Table 1. 
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TABLE 1. Marker genes 印叩lved向 dif'官制fpa向 "".
Gene s;yISibols 
V，e 
B 
n， lk， I 
BI， K 
s， r 
UZ， Ac. 8n 
"br. Xc 
Names of varieties 
Iraki Black， Lyallpur， Nigrinudum 
Iraki Black， Nigrinudum 
Nigrinudum， Kairyobozil. 8uifu 
Oolsess 1， V， Natsudaikon-mugi， Kamairazu， 
Li郡lle-Je回， Cheng-chou No_ 2 
Iraki Black， Suifu 
001回曲 1，Nigrinudum， Suifu and other Japanese 
barley 
Braeh;vtie，白leessV 
Calculation of recombination 戸r田ntagewas made in general from F， 
data by the use of Immer's tables and formulae. In some cases F~ and 
F:， data or different F2 data were combined for mcan recombination va]ues 
aecording to the methods sugges凶 byRobertson et a1. (1944) and Kl'amel' 
and Burnham (1947). 
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Experimetal Results and Discussion 
1. Location 01 10u1' genes includ向9al gene 101' Zigule-Zess cha1'acter 
in linkαge group 1. 
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This ex戸rimentwas p1anned in order to establish the linkage of the 
gene for 1igu1e-1ess character invo1ved in a variant of Japanese origin， called 
“Ligu]e-1ess". This variant， as shown in Fig. 1， iscomp1ete1y:. deficient not 
on1y of the 1igu1e， but a1so of the auric1e on a11 1eaves， and is easily dis-
tinguishab1e from the norma1 at any stage of the p1ant growth. The tran-
sition part from 1eaf-sheath to b1ade is more e10ngated without any accessory 
organ or tissue deve10戸dthereof， but it is neverthe1ess distinct because of 
the differentia1 epiderma1 tissues of the 油価thand the b1ade. The leaf-
b1ades a1ways stand erect a10ng the stem. 
It is well-known to us that 
there are wi1d grasses and cerea]s 
which invo1ve variants， strains or 
S戸ciesthat are 1acking in ligu1es 
or auric1es or both. so far as we' 
know， however， no s卯ntaneous
mutant of this nature has ever been 
recorded in barley， although induced 
ligu1e-1ess mutants by X-ray ir-
radiation were obtained by Lutkov 
(1937) and Nishimura (1952). 
These induced mutants have well-
deve10ped a.uric1es， which differen-
tiate from our material. 
This study was approached in 
the following way: first， mode 
of inheritance of 1igu1e-1ess charac-
ter and its 1inkage we四 determi-
ned from F， segregations of five Fig. 1. 
crc賂ses.“Ligule-less"was crossed 
with following parenta1 varieties 
A B 
A leaf without ligule snd auricle in“I!i-
gule-le師"vsriety (left)， and that of s 
Dormal variety (righ t). 
indicated with their cross numbers .in pa四 nth間is: (27) Brachytic， (28) 
Co1sess 1， (35) Su日u，(36) Iraki B1ack， (37) Kairyo・bozu.Ne玄t，the order 
of arrangement of four genes in 1inkage group 1 was determined by cr偲sing
with H. E. 3649 from Lyallpur， India (briefly called Lyallpur) and noting 
their seg四gationin F2 and Fs generations. 
The F1 hybrids of these cr咽 ses，with 0即 位巴eption，deve10戸dn()rmal 
ligules and auricles， indicating the ligu1e-less and auricle-1ess conditio:nS bei.ng 
∞mp1etely r田essiveto Dormal. Situation was， however， somewhat different 
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in the hybrid with Kairyo・bozu，where this variety， a1though showed no 
appreciab1e differen田 inform and size of these organs from other norma1 
varieties， ligu1es and auric1es of the Fl hybrid were apparently intermediate 
between both parents in size， its 1eaf-b1ades being more 町田ta1most alike to 
those of the ligu1e-1ess pa関口t.In the F2 generation， there appeared norma1， 
intermediate and ligule-less ty戸ssegregating in a 1 : 2 : 1 ratio.These tests 
indicated that the presenωor absence of 1igules and auricles was governed 
by a single gene. A gene symbol， al， was given to the 1igu1e1essness. 
In Tab1e 2 are shown the interrelations of al with various marker gen四
in F， ofthe five cr凶 S回. The results reveal that Alal is i由eri色edindepen-
dently of the following gene pairs: Bla巴kvs. white chaff (Bb) in 1inkage 
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F2 seg同gati，側 01character pair. !1t仰向gincupendent初1r.erit側四
何回制刊1c1明暗swit1t Ligule.lell叩市t'/l.
TABLE 2. 
Fま phenotypeo
XY Xy xY 
Cr蝿 SGenoty戸S
旬s飴d
Xx Yy 
Linkage 
P 
.07 
.05 
.15 
.16 
v.large 
.67 
.21 
.71 
v.large 
.5 
.26 
v.large 
.17 
)(1 
7.181 
8.036 
5.343 
5.153 
0.882 
1.577 
4.6∞ 
1.407 
0.037 
1.855 
3.988 
0.012 
5.049 
Total 
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group 
v 
I 
III 
IV 
VI 
VII 
group I; 1ax vs. dense ear (Ll)， 10ng vs. short awn (Lklk) and covered 
vs. naked grain (Nn) in III group ; blue vs. white a1euron (Blbl) in 
IV group ; 10ng vs. short haired rachilla (SS) and rough V8. sm∞th awn 
(Rr) in V group ; norma1 vs. 四 u(UZUZ) and green V8. white 蹴 d1ing
(A"a心 inVI group; and a1so normal vs. brachytic (Brbr) in VII group. 
The above result suggests al being 1∞ated in linkage group 1. In fact， 
this was verified jn a cross with Iraki B1ack barley， since al was not in-
herited independently of， but was 1inked with v for si玄-rowthat had b田n
known to be in group 1. The recombination percentage W!lS 38.54 :i: 2.09. 
Interre1ations of .Alal with Vv， Ee， Prpt" we1"e studied in a cross bet-
ween“Ligu1e-1ess" and Lyallpur， where Ee is a gene for norma1 vs. long 
outer glume and Prpr， an assumed symbo1 for purp1e vs. gr田nbasal leaf 
sh阻 th.The F2 data shown in Tab1e 3 indicate these four genes being in a 
linkage group， although re巴ombinationvalue of .Alal and Ee was over 50 per 
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TABLE 3. Liflkage of the 10官 genes印刷初gegro叩 1.calculaled fro隅
Fz data of a Lyallpur x Ligule-les cross 
8ymbdl P'2 phenotypes Rec咽日市首叩 忠弘也
まZ Yy XY 玄F 草Y q Tota1 刊 lu四 (94)theorepti岨1.
A1al Prpr 504 239 240 28 1011 30.98 .41 
" Vv 735 220 171 112 1238 39.29 .07 
" Ee 682 236 237 83 1238 50.02 v.large Prpr Vv 514 229 266 2 1011 9.09 .24 
Vv Ee 647 271 295 25 1238 28.06 .76 
Prpr Ee 602 141 151 117 1011 34.08 .51 
四ntowing to a great distance between them. The observed number in each 
of the two character combination afforded a g∞d fit to the calculated on the 
basis the res戸ctiverecombination 戸r田ntages.
In order to make the .result more accurate， Fs progenies derived from Fz 
plants of the same cross were raised to determine their Fz genotypi巴巴onsti-
tutions. The observed number of different genoty戸sjnvolved in this F2 
population is shown in Table 4. From the data in Table 4， itwas possible 
to calculate the recombination values and combined informations between any 
two combination of the four character pairs. The recombination 戸r田ntages
of each character combination thus obtained from the Fz and Fs data were 
combined to secure a value which best satisfies both F， and Fs data.ln Table 
5 are given the combined weighted values of recombination and their stan-
dard error between each two of the four character pairs studied. A chromo・
some map showing the order of the fo町 genesis also given in Fig. 2. 
ト一一一 30.43 t 8.44 27.64 I 
Pr v 
50.59 
34.00 
?
Fig. 2. Arrangemeent of the four geenes on the first chromosome in bar1ey. 
Bose et al. (1937) fi.rst demonstrated that Ee for normal vs. long awn-
ed outer glume and Vv for non-six-row vs. six-row were linked with a re-
combination value of 24.7戸rcent. This was verified further by Robertson 
et al. (1944)， Swenson et al. and also Immer et al. (1943). The recombi-
nation values reported by them were 26. 6士0.6，26.7土 1.7，and 28.0土
1. 2 per cent respectively. It is obvious that the val u日 obtainedhe四， 27.64 
土1.96， agrees well with tho田 shownabove， and that we have dealもwi出
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TABLE 4. Num加 01叩円側sF. genolyμ沼山 determi叫 db官 1'3prooeny test. 
VV Vv vv EE Ee ，?•• ? ????? ??
???? ???? ??
A1A1 19 23 20 21 29 12 12 27 23 
A1a1 19 53 19 23 41 27 22 57 12 
a1a1 8 16 18 13 17 12 23 16 3 
PrPr 2 12 43 26 21 10 
Prpr 13 74 13 27 52 21 
prpr 31 6 1 4 19 15 
EE 3 22 32 
Ee 15 50 22 
ee 28 20 3 
TABLE 5. TIt.e a四rage即eighledpe問削tage801 r田ombinati側側dtlteir standard error found 
lrom a伺隅b叩 tion01 1'2 a吋 1'3data飢 aLyallpur x Ligule-l側 Cross.
Character Percent冶ge Character Percentag津
co田biロation recom bination combination recombination 
Ligule a〈BA4IMpu-Prprpler) sheath 30.43士2.02 Ligule and kernel rows 38.88士1.78(Alal-Vv) 
Pnrp1e sheath and kerne1 8.44士1.35 Purp1e sheath and 34.00士l.8Orows (Prpr-Vv) empty g1umes (Prpr-Ee) 
Kerne1 rows and empty 27.64土l.96 Ligu1e and e阻 ptyg1umes 50.59士l.92g1umes (Vv-Ee) (A1al-Ee) 
the回 megene in question. 
While the p即日en四 orabsence and the shade of anth∞yanin pigmentation 
in a伺rtainplant part is considerably modified by 位 ternalconditions， such 
a charact泡ris nonc the less heritable， and appl'opriate materials enable us 
genic analysis without dificulty. 1n fact， several genes for anth∞yanin 
pigmentation of various plant parts have ah閣 dybeen found， most of 
which are located in linkage group 1. It is mentioned here although stil 
oot very伺rtain，of an apparent new gene for purple leaf sh佃 thlinked 
with v. The recombination value was 8.44 per回nt，a value very cl倒eto 9 
戸rcent that was found by Robertson (1933) betw田nPr for purple stem 
and V for six-row. This coincidence suggests us that these two characters， 
purple sh伺 thand purple stem， might be more or less related with each 
other， although 自予知llative. Here， rather than giving another name for 
purple 油価thgene， the same Pr for purple stem is used. We may mention 
here that Morinaga and Fukushima dealing with rice crosses， had fOUlld a 
gene for anth∞yanin pigmentation of a certain plant parts being linked with 
a gene for defi巴iencyof ligule and auricle. 
2. A gene for bracteate ear in linkαge group 11. 
The material of this study was a strain call吋“Bracteate"that may 
have b舵nthe same one used by Miyake and 1mai (1922) in their ex戸riment.
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The distinguishing characteristic of this strain is the presen田 ofa bract or 
a sc同 alledthird outer glume outside the two empty glumes of each central 
spikelet. Size of the lowest bract is always the largest， embracing in some 
cases about one half of the very compact aDd short head， and it becomes 
smaller and smaller toward the top of the head. Wada (1936) in his rather 
extensive study on the differentiatioD of wheat ear， r四ognizedthat a leaf 
primordia or a bract iD a young head corresponds to a normal leaf， a spikelet 
旬 atiller or an axillary bud， and empty glumes加 aprophyllj and that 
this leaf primordia or bract of a young head generally dege田 rat槌 atits 
earliest stage in ordinary variety. It can be reasonably supp佃edthat this 
strain in question is poss偲sedwith a戸culiarnature of continuing the growth 
of the leaf primordia， which otherwise is destined to be degenerated. Two 
typical bracts of this strain are shown in Fig. 3. Miyake and lmai (1922) 
have already demonstrated 
that the bracteate charac-
ter of this or similar vari-
aDt was inherit泡das a sim-
ple問cessiveto normal， but 
they did not establish its 
linkage relation. 
Although the existence 
of such a m utant is very 
ra回， Vavilov (1929) found 
a similar variaDt iD Afgha-
DistaD， and designated it as 
var. afghanicum Vav. This 
material was la旬rgeneti-
cally studied by 1 vanova 
(1937)， who found that the 
bractea旬。haracterwas in-
herited as a simple recessive 
A :B 
Fig. 3. A bract on the lowest spikel~{ triplets (A)， 
and that of middle portion (B) in a head of 
the “Bracteate"時 riety.
to normal， and that the gene for the character was linked with black chaIf 
∞lor. The linkage value was determined to be 15.35 --16.94 per cent. 
UWiDg to a巴loseresemblance of characteristics between the variants 
from Afghanistan and Japan， itmay be possible to infer these two to have 
∞eurred by reccurent mutatio四. Hence， based upon this inference， a er価 S
betw伺 nNigrinudum aDd “Bracteate" was made to s回 ifthere is a linkage 
betw開1]bracteate chara巴teraDd black chaff of linkage group I. 
The heads of F1 hybrid ap戸a陀dquite normal， and in F~ generation a 
monohybrid seg陀gationwas observed. Therefore， the gene responsible for the 
bracteate character was designated as trd， according to Robertson et al. 
(1941) who suggested it for this type of character. 
InterrclatioD of trd with varioU8 mark巴l'ge田 sare indicated in Table 6. 
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TABLE 6. 1時 'pe仙川印刷tance01 trd lor bract岨lecltaract官制tkseveral ma巾 r
ge'IUJs observed 伽 αNigrinudumx Bracteate cros. 
Linkage Symbol 日 phenot抑制 ob田円ed
Total X 宮 P 
g'roup 玄z Yy 玄X 玄y xY xy 
I Trdtrd Vv 385 103 113 48 655 4.298 .24 
III 胃 Nn 383 109 129 34 655 3.617 .31 
v " Ss 353 141 124 37 655 3.732 .30 VI " Anan -l93 161 655 0.062 v.large 
It is obvious that Trd trd was inherited independently of V v in linkage 
group 1， N n in group III， Ss in group V and Anan in group VI. However， 
segregation of Trd trd and Bb for black chaff color in the Fs generation of 
ihe same cross did not fit well to a 9 : 3 : 3 : 1 ratiofor independent in-
heritance (Table 7). An ex伺sof segregates of paren句1ty戸:sindicates exis-
TABLE 7. Linkage 01 black批即kitecltaf and normal四 . bract岨le向 tke
F2 01 a Nigrin凶u隅 xBracl回tecros. 
Black chaf White chaif Total x2 P It泡mB NOrDlal Braet. Normal Bract. 
Observed. No. 454 49 40 112 655 
Calc. 9 : 3 : 3 1 
ratio 368.44 122.81 22.814 40.95 655 v.large v.Bmall 
Calc. 14.83 % of 446.28 44.97 4.97 118.78 655 1.4381 .70 recοmbination 
旬n問。flinkage in coupling pha田 betweenthe two gene pairs. The recombi-
nation per回ntageobtained was 14. 83士 1.03. The observed data afforded 
gα泊 fitto the calculated segregation for 14.83 per cent. 
This e玄戸rimentproved that the distan四 between the bracteate gene， 
trd， involved in this material and B in the second chromosome was in agree-
ment with that obtained by Ivanova in a cross with a variant from Afghani-
stan. This fact suggests that these mutants may had ∞curred reccurrently 
by the same mutation at two remote places. 
3. Three genes for eαrαndα側 charαcters印 li叫αgegroup II. 
Covered vs. nakedness of grain， ear density and a wn length are the 
charac旬rsof barley ears so striking and of such practi叩 1im portance， tha t 
they have attracted for a long time speeial attention of barley taxonomists 
and breeders ; and there have accumulated numerous reports of works done 
on the inheritan巴eof these charact冶rsand their linkage relations. Authors 
have gathered additional informations on th儲esubj田tsfor this report. But， 
for a1 these efforts， there stil remains some unsolved problems. 
As seen in the reviews of the subject presented by Smith and the pre-
sent authors， there are a number of major or minor genes that are respon-
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sible fol' the ear density and the a wn length. 1n this study we confined OUI.~ 
selves to deal with the major gene or genes commonly involved in Japanese 
dense ear varieties. On the a wn length， a major gene， lk， that reduces the 
awn length to about one half of the normal (LkLk) ones， and makes pleio-
tropieally the a wn te玄turemore fine and fle玄ible.
Ando (1918) dealing with a natural hybrid of Japanese barley， first 
demonstrated linkage between covered vs. naked grains (Nn) and lax vs. dense 
ear (Ll) with about 14 per eent of recombination. 800n latβr， 80， Ogura and 
1mai (1919) suggested that thlee different gene pairs were r閤ponsiblefor 
the ear density， each being linked with N n with 12. 5， 25 and 33 r町田nt
of 1巴巴ombinationres戸ctively. Two of the above were later 巴onfirmedby 
Miyake and 1mai (1922). 80 et al. also reported the recombination betw関n
a gene for awn length and Nn being about 5 per cent. The interaction of 
the genes for awn length and ear length studied in Japanese barley cr佃 ses
by Takezaki (1927) and Ubisch (1917， 1919) gave the recombination per-
centages of respectively about 25 and 20. 
From the results of these authors， itis巴ertainthat the th開echaracter 
pairs under consideration are located in linkage group II1， but their order of 
a町angementis not known， since there are considerable discrepan巴i四 S伺n
among the authors as to the number of major genes involved for ear density 
and the linkage intensity with N n or Lklk. 
For our study fifteen varieti田 ofbarley were selected. The varieti回
characterizing naked kernel， short awn or dense ear were of Japanese 
origin， with the e玄関ptionof Mammut. Their names arranged according 
to their ear characters are shown below. The number in parenthesis 
before each variety is used in this chapter for indicating the corr四ponding
variety. 
Takah帥hiet a1.: Linkage Studies in Barley. 1953) 
， 1且x，Long.awn..・M ・-…・・(1) NatBudaikon-mugi， (2) Rokkaku Chevalier 
( 3)Indian barley Covered . I Lax， Sh・rt.・-曹B・M ・.・H・.(4) Mammut 
" De国e，Lo暗唱WD..・H ・.( 5) Sekitori， (6) Zairai-Tambo 。itahadaka，(8) Mitsukiko・1
Kobinkatagi 
Kairyobozu 
区伺hi-w回e，(12) Yakko・52
Aizu-hadaka-3， (14) Kobinkatagi・4
Honen-6 
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Several simple and back cross四， each involving two or three chara巴ter
pairs in question were made between these varieties， and five of them were 
tested for their segregations in F2 and Fa in 1943 and 1944， and the other 
six including four backcrosses in 1948. 
All of these crosses gave Fl hybrids with ωIvered， lax and long-a wned 
characters as generally recognized by other workers， indicating the田 charac-
ters to be dominant over the r田pectiveallelic character. It was also confirmed 
????????????
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that covered vs. naked as we11 as 10ng vs. short awn segregated in ratios of 
3 : 1in F2 and 1 : 1 inbackcrosses with doub1y recessive typ倒. No diffi-
cu1ty was encountered in distinguishing between the paired characters. The 
関gregationof lax and dense forms in some cr佃seswere determined by m回・
suring the 1engths of rachis internodes and伺 r1engths of a1 F% individua1s. 
This accompanied F 3 progeny t田ts.These experiments proved that 1ax and 
dense ear forms田gregatec1ear1y in a 3 : 1ratio， and that the distinction of 
both巴1asseswas near1y a1ways 1><湖ib1eby mere visua1 observation (Takahashi 
1951). The actua1 numbers of phenotypes determined from these crosses by 
either of the methods proved a good fit to the ca1cu1ated on the basis of 
monofactoria1 segregation. 
Ne玄t，the resu1ts on the interaction of covered vs. naked and 1ax vs. 
den回 earchara~ter pairs from the above cr佃sesare shown in Tab1e 8. It is 
obvious that the two character pairs are not inherited independently， but in 
linkage with each other， and that the ob田rvednumbers in each of the cros-
ses fitted well to the numbers ex伊ctedfor the respective recombination va-
1ue obtained by following lmmer.s product method， in spite of considerab1e 
diserepancies in the recombination values not on1y among different巴:roses，
but a1so between F2 and the back巴ross，both of which were dealt with the 
飽 meparenta1 forms. A weighted mean va1ue of r配ombinationwas estimated 
from these data based on the assumption that we have dealt with the same 
majぽ genefor ear density invo1ved in these crosses. 
Tab1e 9 shows interre1ation between N n and the gene Lklk for 10ng vs. 
short a wn from severa1 crosses. The resu1ts revea1 a fact that both genes are 
apparent1y 1inked in the巴oup1ingphase， and the 1inkage intensities of vari-
ous cro邸eswere nearly a1ike. A weighted average re巴ombinationva1ue was 
as shown at the bottom of the co1umn in the Tab1e. 
Undoubted1y from the above data Ll and Lklk must be in the回 melin-
T ABIJE 8. Segre仰lion01 即時何d開 . naked and lax四 . d阿 seear character pair. in 
F~ 01 the wrwu8 Bimple crosses and some backcroBBeB. 
Covered Naked Recomb. Fit to Calc. 
Cro88es Total value Recomb. 
La玄 Dense Lax Dense (%) (P) 
(13) )( (1) 386 28 38 132 585 11.33 .14 
Fl (13)( 1) )( (13) 67 9 2 73 151 7.28 .19 
Fl ( 1)( 8) )( (8) 24 3 2 28 57 8.77 v.large 
(14) )( (2) 386 46 40 119 591 15.15 .42 
Fl (14)( 2) )( (14) 78 5 6 95 184 5.97 .63 
Fl (1 x 15) )( (15) 97 2 6 115 220 3.63 .51 
(11) x (3) 131 12 9 37 189 11.67 v.large 
(7) )( (6) 143 73 89 1 306 10.30 .36 
(8) )( (5) 162 96 91 3 352 16.10 .36 
(12) x (4) 315 30 38 87 470 12.88 .30 
Weighted mean Recombination % 9.038土0.6088
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TABLE 9. 1，'erelali.印。'1covtrf!d制. M kM a"d 1側 gvs.向付4削 character戸川.
Long-awn Short-awn Recomb. Fit to Calc. 
Crosses Total value Re町田b.Covered Naked Covered Naked (%) (P) 
一一
(13) x (1) 393 28 21 142 584 8.27 .15 
Fi (13x 1) x (13) 66 7 10 68 151 11.27 v.large 
(14) x (2) 406 29 26 130 591 9.53 .77 
Fl (14x2) x (14) 76 9 7 92 184 8.70 .62 
Fl (15x 1) x (15) 93 12 6 109 220 8.18 .36 
( 1) x (10) 223 8 16 61 308 7.86 .37 
Weighted mean 恥 combination% 8.75士0.6499
kage group. As further shown in Table 10， the recombination values betw舵n
Ll and Lklk were about 20 戸rcent with two 偲 ceptio田 wherethe distan巴e
between Nn and Ll may have been t∞short. 
TABLE 10. 1nl相官lation01 long V8. 8加バ α，wnand lax凹 . dense ear characler pa仇.
E晶量g-aWll Short-awn R凹泊mb. Fit to Calc. Cross倒 一 一 Total value Recomb. Lax Dense Lax Dense (，，) .Wl -
(13) x (1) 369 52 55 108 584 19.45 .04 
Fl (13x 1) x (13) 57 16 12 66 151 18.55 .76 
(14) x (2) 370 65 55 100 590 22.∞ .43 
Fl(14x2) x (14) 71 14 13 86 184 14.67 .69 
Fl (15x 1) x (15) 91 14 12 103 220 11.81 v.large 
(12) x (4) 244 111 109 4 468 19.13 v.large 
( 9) x (14) 249 43 32 54 378 22.50 .62 
Weighted mean recombination % 18.40士0.9066
From these various results obtained， itmay be plausible to assume that 
the same gene pair for covered vs. naked chara巴terwas invol ved in those 
different cr咽 ses，and戸rhapssimilarly for the a wn length. However， in 
the阻回 ofear density we are bewildered as to how to explain the result 
showing large discrepancies in the recombination values. It is伺rtainthat 
two different genes 1∞ated in more or less remote loci on a chrom佃ome
should gcnerally result in different linkage value with r四戸ctto another 
gene， but the rcverse is not necessarily true. Takezaki (1925) confirmed in 
his extensive work that a large number of crosses among Japanese varieti国
belonging to the same ear type (varieties similar in回 rlength， density and 
awn length) did not segregate out any individual that had different ear 
type， indicating that in these different crωses were involved res戸川iveonly 
one gene for 伺 rdensity which also a巴巴ountedfor a wn length， but he obta・
ined considerably different recombination values betw田nthe gene for飽，rlength 
and that for a wn length: the四combinationvalues recal巴ulatedby Immer's 
method from the data shown in his paper proved to vary from 14.7%句
36. 33 "， with a weighted mean value of 22. 65 ~. It was almc叫 similar
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in the .case of Ubisch (1919)， who dea1色witha sing1e cr倒 sre戸ated1yin 
different years and yie1ded 11. 5 ~ to 27 ~ with a weighted m伺 nva1ue of 
17. 67 ~. 
80， Ogura and lmai (1919)， on the other hand， have巴on巴1udedthat the 
ear density is determined by thr田 differentgenes that are linked with N n 
with 12. 5， 25， and 33. 3 per cent of recombination r明P舵tive1y.ln their 
series of experiments， itis ab1y 戸intedout that a 1ax ear parent (Shiromu・
gi) in a group of巴rossesin which Ls gene pair was identified， was again 
used as a dense ear parent in other group of crosses wherein 13 gene was further 
identified， which apparently indicates L~ being different from La and L;. These 
two genes， Ls and L;， are stil obscure whether or not they were originally of 
different 1∞i， and we have no means of pursuing further on this re1ationship; 
It must be admitted that the mode of inheritan巴eof the ear density is 
so comp1icated that it is far from being thorough in understanding of it， but 
the data hitherto accumulated may indicate that Japanese native varieties 
with very dense回 rinvo1ve a major recessive gene i.n common. And， ifso， 
we mayωnc1ude from this experiment that thr田 genepairs， that is， Lklk 
for 1叩 gvs. short a wn， N n for covered VB. naked kerne1 and Ll for 1ax 
and dense ear are 1∞ated on the third chrom叩omeof barley in the order of 
lk -n・l. A 巴hrom咽omemap showing this re1ation is given in Fig. 4. 
18.40 ， 
+ 
n lk 
~ 9.38 + 8.75 
Fig. 4. Arrangement of the three genes for ear and awn ehar叫 tersOD the 
third chromosome in barley. 
4. The trifurcate aωns. 
Barley whose tip of the outer pa1eas grow into three pronged appenda-
ges or their 1ike are as a whole called a h∞ded barley. But it may be fur-
ther subdivided in句 threetypes， i.e. nof百1a1，e1evated and subja伺nth∞d-
ed ; although a1ternative classifications may be given according to回mesuch 
heritable characters， as shape， size， and pr回旬開 orabsen巴eof a fine aWD 
on the h低成.The most ωmmon and more or 1ess familiarized type is the nor-
ma10r回ssi1ehood (Fig. 5 C and D). Its ap戸ndagesof pa1倒 sare appar. 
ently of tr立urcatestructure， consisting of a deformed floret at its center 
with two triangu1ar leaf-like projections called 1emma wings. It is noted that 
the. supernumerary floret in the h∞d 18 a1ways attached upside down to the 
top of the outer pa1佃 ofthe first normal f1oret， as if twu florets are con-
B町tedmutually句Pto top. The supernumerary flo回 tsoften contain stamens 
filled with fertile pollell grains and間切sionallybear kernels within them. 
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Fig. 5. Spikelet tripleta of vo.riou8 hooded barley: (A) 8ubjl.<lent hood of“Sekitori-hen"， 
(B) lubjacent hood of Tayeh・13，(C) and (D) normal h例制(町 elevatedhood 
of Chengchou-5. 
Fig. 6. Various typeo of hooding appeared in a croso between the elevated and the subjacent 
hooded barley (Chengchou・5xTayeh・13)，ohowing (A) and (E) parental typeo， (B) 
引いle刊 tedx oubja回目thood“) type， (C) FI (elevated x Iong-awned) type， and 
(D) long-awned type. 
Fig. 7. Different deg四eof h剖姐ingapepar吋 inFl of the 
cr岨 sesof Chenchou・5(an elevatωh副泊ed刊 riety)
with long-awned 刊 rietie8，(A.) C蝿 8t11， (B) 
Nigrinudum and (C) Koyoωvered barley. 
Fig. 8. Two kind8 of阻 bjacenthooded pl阻 tssegrega ted 
from a cross between the normal hooded and the 
Bubjacent h，剖泊edvarietie8. 
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I白.some ea制，加 additionalfloret， CODslsting of tiny outer and' inner .paleas， 
is found on the top of the second floret， in which 巴部e，the dir田tionof the 
third floret again rever田swith res戸ct旬 the 目前ondaryone， a ttaching ba鴎
加 basewith each other. 
Another ty戸 ofhoOO is called the elevated or a wned h改札 or cui'ly 
simp1y from its ap戸aran田. The appendages of this type are e1evated on 
awns of 1・2cm. or 10nger， and 1国sdifferntiated than th叩eof the norma1 
type. Lemma wings are much reduced in size， and the supernumerary floret， 
t∞， invo1ves a mere spur of floral organs within it (Fig. 5 E). 
A third one was designated temporarily by the present authors as the 
“subja四nt"h∞d. As shown in Fig. 5 A and B， the巴entra1cup-like ca'Vity 
or its modification is generally situated be10w the top of the outer pal飽 of
the first floret， wi th no 1emma wing e玄isting. Owing to the shortenirig of 
the outer pa1ea， the kernel is more or 1ess exp倒ed.It shou1d be poin句dout 
that no spur of flower organ can be detected within the cavity of the sub-
ja偲nth∞d. 
Mode of inheritance of the norma1 hoOO and its linkage are a1mωt cl~ 
ar at pr回ent.It may be conc1uded from the facts established by a numoor 
of workers that norma1 hoOO is sing1y dominant， though in many伺ses'nii:>re 
or1回sintermediate， over 10ng awn， and the gene pair， Kk for Dormal h.α泊
VS. 10ng-awn is linked with Blbl and ]f' 1 i for intermedium， both 1∞ated in 
1inkage group IV. Moreover， K s田msto be partly or巴omplete1y hYJX渇tatic
旬 somegenes of abreviating awn 1ength， such as lk and lr (Smith 1951， 
Takahashi and Yamamoto 1949). 
The heredity of hoOO other than normal type， on the other hand， has 
B岨rce1ybeen understoOO. Miche1s (1936)四porteda田gregationof approxi-
mate1y 3 hα込ed: 1 a wned in a cross between norma1 hoOO and e1eva飴d
hooded varieties， but this was not confirmed by G. A. Wiebe who rep偲 ted
the same experiment. According句 L.Smith (1951)， Fung from her own 
work and that of Biffen， Lewis， and Ubisch，巴oncludedthat these e1evated 
h∞ds were not readily analyzable genetically. It s田msthat po田ib1ythey 
are dependent on at 1east two duplicate factors that are recessive句 thefac-
tor for normal hoods and a1so recessive to the factor for awn. Finally， itis 
on1y possib1e to point out that there is no knowledge about the “subjacentf' 
hoOOed character， e玄白ptthat Ubisch had ever found “Sekitori-hen" like 
p1ants among the F2 田gregatesof a cross between Nepa1 barley and Seki-
tori， a Japanese uzu or semi-brachytic barley variety. 
A study was p1anned句 e1ucidatethe mode of inheritan巴eand linkage 
relation of e1evated hoOO and a1so of“subja四nt"h∞d in relation to the nor-
mal hooded and the 10ng-awned chara.cters. As the materials， the following 
varieties or strains were used : 
Normal hoOOed : Konosu hoOOed， Chengchou -2， Colsess 1. 
Elevated hooded : Chengchou -5. 
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Subja田nth∞ded : Tayeh -13 (Normal type)， Sekitori-hen (Uzu type). 
Long-awned: Natsudaikon-mugi， Brachytic， Nudideficiens， 
Nigrinudum， Coast 1I， Koyo covered barley. 
The elevated hooded barley， such as Chengchou -5 and other similar 
B抑制me凶 werecollected along with the normal h∞ded barley by the目enlor
author， Takahashi， in the subverbs of Chengchou city and Chiac同huang，
which is about 170 km. south of Chengchou， Honan， Central China. It was 
observed at that time that this form did not∞cur alone in any field， but in 
a mixture of very small proportion with long or short awned barley. A，ωor-
ding to Lewis (1933)， a plant with elevated hood was first di目的，veredby 
Love at Keiteh， HODan， and a later observation showed that this ty伊 of
barley was distributed rather widely throughout the plains region of Honan 
Province，∞curring as an impurity of about 5 per cent in fields of normally 
awned barley. As a consequence， our elevated hωded barley can be sus伊犯句d
旬 bequite similar to that of Lewis as to their origin. 
0ne of the “自由ja回nt"hooded forms hap戸ned句 be found by Takaha-
ぬigrowing singly in a barley field ωnsisting of long-a wned form near Ta-
yeh， Hupei Province， Central China， where any other kind of hooded barley 
was not found. The other subjacent hooded， called Sekitori-hen， obtained 
from Konosu， isthought as a spontaneous mut!l.nt perhaps isolated from Se-
kitori， a semi-brachytic covered barley grown widely in Kwanto District in 
Japan. 
A11 possible combinations of CrJ3SeS were made between representative 
varieties of different hooded or awned forms listed above， and their Fs segre-
gatio邸 werestudied. 
a) Interrelation between the normal hood， the elevated ho:.>d and the long-
a wned characters. 
The FI hybrlds of the normal hooded with the elevated hooded and the 
long-awned were a11 normal hooded， indicating almost complete dominancy 
of normal h∞d over the other two. In their FI generations of these巴ros関s，
as shown in Table 11， monohybrid segregations was always observed. Sepa-
ration of Dormal hooded from elevated hooded or long-a wned segregates was 
rather easy， inasmuch as there appeared no intermediate form in both巴ases.
Situation was more or less different in an elevated hood x long-awned 
variety cr叩S: Fl hybrid of the cross was almost like to the long-awned 
one at its first sight， but differed only in a ch乱racteristicdetectable by 
careful observation. The distinguish，ng characteristic was that there existed 
within one ear several a wns with a tiny projection near the top mixed among 
many normal awns. This condition was observable without exception in every 
ea四 andplants. In other words， dominancy of the h∞ded condition was very 
slight in this case. It should， however， be noted that the degree of domi-
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国 ncyof hooded condition varied with cr佃ses.As seen in Fig. 7， the appea-
rance of a wns on the hybrid plants was markedly different， even though 
the回 meelevated hぽ>dedva.riety (Chengchou・5)was mated with long awned 
varieties that are seemingly equal as to their awn character. 
ln the F2 generation of this cr舗 8，there appea問 dvarious types of h低減，
ranging from parental type to FI type-， besides the true long-awned form. 
No !lessile 'hα泊edplant was found. Since discrimination of true elevated 
hα由 dplants from intermediate class was diffi巴ult，the F. population was 
classified into hα泊edand awned， the result of which is shown in Table 11. 
It is evident from the result in this table， that the elevated hぽ>dvs. long-
awn is governed by a single pair oI gene， with imperfect dominancy of the 
h似>dedcondition. 
TABLE 11. 8egregotion i" 1M FJ genero.抑制問 tltre pouible Itybrid combi咽 t回n5am州 g
1M normal h抑制 (1.Ko刑制抑制 αfId2. CM吋c1wu引.1M ele叩 ledhooded 
(3. CMttgc1wu-5) afld 1M 1，叫-1Jwnea(4. N at.u必i1t側mugi)四円iel悶.
Cr咽 8 Charaoter co1lbiD/.¥tiolo Ft phenotyp剖 Tot.al %2 P No. (玄 typ圃} )(ty type} X type Y type 
25 Nor皿.h帥 d(1) 1 Long awn (4) 248 89 337 .357 .58 
29 1 (2) x 持 (4) 294 110 404 1.069 .32 
22 Elev. hood (3) x 1 (4) 211 75 286 .228 .68 
23 Norm.hoodく4) 1 Elev.h叫 (3) 301 92 393 .530 .48 
From the results stated above， it may be safe to conclude that the 
normal hα札 theelevated hα泊 andthe long-a wn are determined by an 
allelic series of genes. Therefore， the gene for elevated hα泊edcharacter of 
this material was designated as Ke. 
As stated before， linkage relation between K for normal hα>d and Bl 
for blue aleuron character was established by Buckley (1933)， lmmer et a1. 
(1934)， .Robertson et a1. (1932) and Myler and Stanford (1942) ; their 
recombination values obtained were 40. 6， 44， 22 and 24. 72 per句 ntrespec-
tively. Therefore， Ke as well as K involved in these cr佃sesare exp舵tedω
be linked with Bl with the回 meintensities of linkage. Fortunately， studies 
on interrelation of K and BZ， Ke and Bl as well， were made possible by 
mating two hα泊edparents， Konosu・hは>dedand αlengchou・5with white 
aleuron and Natsudaikon-mugi， a long-awned parent with blue aleuron. The 
r間ultsare pr鵠entedin Table 12. It is obvious from this that both K and 
KC are linked with BZ， and moreover， their r舵ombinationvalues of K -Bl 
and KO -BZ were almost equal and conformedωthose revealed by Robertson 
and Myler. The fact thus obtained may be an evidenoo， though indirect and 
mere lIupplementary， to suppぽtthe multiple allelic hypothesis of the normal 
and elevated hα>ded characters. 
Since it 1S admitted as an es句blishedfact that the elevated hぽ>ded
plants arise sometimes from the crosses between the norrnal hα市 dand long-
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TABLE 12. Liftkage of fl肘附則{1tcod 叫 dK" for eleoofe hood willl 
Bl fl肘 bl叫 aleuronc1larocl肌
Long a wn crossed E剖泊ed Awned. x. 
with (Cro回 No.) Items Blue white Blue white Total P 
Oboerved. No. 171 75 85 4 335 
Nonoal h叫 .ed Calo. 9: 3: 3: 1 188.45 62.81 62.81 20.94 335 25.514 V.8凪a11
(No.25) Calc. 21.8 % of 171.48 79.77 79.77 3.97 335 .632 v.large 
reeombination 
一
Oboerved. No. 134 76 71 5 286 
Ele'vated h剖泊ed Calc. 9: 3: 3: 1 1ω.92 53.64 53.64 17.88 286 28.721 V.8皿all
(No.22) Calc. 23. 5 % oi 146.87 67.63 67.63 3.87 286 2.662 .56 
recom bina tion 
awned varieties (Biffen， Ubisch， Buckley and others)， it seemed rather 
natural that LewiB (1933) supposed that the elevated h∞ded barley obtained 
from Honan， China， t∞， have originated by such a natural cross. Judging 
from the gf}netical behaviours， however， there may exist two forms of ele-. 
vated h∞ded barley， though phenotypically similar， differing in their ge-
netical causes. And， so far as thωe from Honan Province， China， areωn-
cerned， itseems to be more reasonable to suspect that they might have ari-
sen by a spontaneous mutation perhaps directly from the varieties， such舗
仰 llidumSer. or horsford印刷mWittm. distributed widely in these district. 
b) Inheritance of the subjacent hooded character， and its relation to 
two other hooded charactecs. 
A subjacent h∞ded barley from Tay~h， Hupei Province，αlIna was used 
chiefly for this experiment. This variety is characterized by slender and 
short stems provided with rather narrow and short leaves， small number of 
spikelets of low fertility， and a high liability to outcrossing with others 
due to its floral structure. 
Genetical behaviour of this subjacent h∞d was proved to be different 
from those stated above. Ft hybrids of Tayeh・13and also Sekitori-hen with 
several long-awned varieties were always long-awned， and did not show 
any sign of h∞ded character. To the normal h∞d it also behaved asωm-
pletely re巴essive. However， a巴rosswith the elevated .hα泊sgave F， plants 
that rather resembled those between the elevated and the long-awned 
varieties， where projections appeared on almost al of the awns (Fig. 6 B). 
The Fr segregation of the crosses between subjacent h∞ded and long-
a wned varieties revealed， as seen in Table 13， that the subjacent hooded 
eondition was i凶leritedas a simple Mendelian rece闘iveto the long-awn， al・
though observed number of the recessive type was to an extent smaller than 
would be expected in general. A gene symbol， sk， was given to the gene for 
the subjacent h∞ded character. 
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T ABLE 13. F2 segregat必叫 oflcmg唱WIland叫 bjaunt1tood clmract四・8初 tltecroues belwee鴨
Tayeh-13. a Ivbjacenl hooゐdand three 10伺g-awned叫 rielies.
Tayeh-13 Long Subjac. Total )(2 P cr08sed wi th aWD hood 
45 
Natsudaikon-lIlugi 283 96 379 0.022 v.large 
Brachytic 327 84 411 4.562 .03 
Nudideficiens 391 91 482 9.628 .∞2 
1nterrelation of subjacent hoOO with normal hood and elevated h∞d was 
studied repeatedly in 1949 and 1951. The results are given in Table 14. 1n 
the F2 generation of these crosses， there app個 redlong-a wned type as well 
出 twoparental types， their segregation ratio being 9 normal hoOO.: 3 aw-
ned: 4 subjacent h∞d， wherein， however， somewhat fewer number of the 
subjacent h∞ded plants than 偲戸ctedwere observed， which would perha戸
be due to certation or competition between pollen tubes of difIerent genoty-
pes. Segregation in the F! of the elevated hoOO x subjacent hoOO cr偶swas 
al町 quitesimilar， when the plants having different degree of hooding are 
classified together as the hooded (Fig. 6). These results indicate clearly 
that sk is inherited independenly of K -series. 
It was noticed at the second test， however， that two different types 
were involved in the segregates that had formerly been classified as the sub-
ja凹nthooded on the whole. As shown in Fig. 8， one of them resembled 
Tayeh・13with large cup-like cavities and strong awns on it (here， this is 
called simply “awned")， and the other a type provided with small appen-
dages in the outer paleas and resembling Sekitori-hen (awnless). The ob-
served number of the four phenotypes thus classified in the two cr叩sesare 
shown in Table 14， which reveals that they have a goOO fit to the calcula-
ted for independent inheri也nce.
TABLE. 14. lnleraction of Ilte subj，制 nlhood with tlte抑制1hood and 
elet且tedh岬dclmγ酎 ters.
Tayeh・13 Norm. or Long- Bub鼻咽nth民Id Tota1 )(2 P CroS8ed with e1ev. hood awn awn1ess awned 
Cheng也hou-5 484 169 186 839 3.866 .15 
(elev. h町泊ed)
KOD国uhood吋 (149) 186 49 62 297 4.972 .08 
n (150) 227 87 61 25 4∞ 4.551 .21 
Co18四81 311 119 94 44 568 5.196 .16 
白mparedwith a ca1cu1ated 9 : 3: 4 or 9: 3: 3: 1 rati咽.
It is supposed from the above results that the genetic constitutions of 
蜘thparents are KKLkLkSkSk for normal hoOOed and kkLkLksksk for sub. 
ja田nthα>ded， and巴onsequently，the four phenotypes to appear in the F! 
generaもionwill be as follows (where Lk is responsible for long awn) : 
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Nonnal hα泊 :KK LkLk 8k8k， Kk LkLk 8ksk， etc. 
Long awn : kk LkLk 8k8k， kk LkLk 8ksk， etc. 
Awned subj80cent hood : KK LkLk sksk and Kk LkLk sksk 
A wnless subjaecnt h∞d : kk LkLk sksk 
(Bd. 10， Ht. 1 
Prior to conclude as 8obove， however， itis desirable to corroborate that sksk 
is truly epistatic旬 KK，in a sense that sk in homozygous巴ondition位 erts
its effect in fonning a subjacent hα泊 orlowering the position of hぼldeven 
in the pr邸eDCeof KK and LkLk gen田.There are two ways for the test : 
one is to investig80te Fo progenies of two different subjacent hα泌edsegrega-
tes in F3， and the other， which 8eems more effective， to test the beh8ovi-
our8 of the hybrids between the subj80cent hα泊edpla.nt8 in F， and pure long 
80wned v80riety (kk LkLk Sk8k). 
Among the F2 segregat倍 in a Col目倒s1 X Ta.yeh ・13 cr佃S，seventeen 
plants of awned subjacent hα姐 andtwelve or eleven plants of awnless sub-
j80cent hα:>d were selected 80nd tested in their F8 fa.milies or hybrids with 
lndian harley， a long awned form. The result was 80S follows : 
Subjaeent h副泊 Pllln四.typ.。泊町min No. ol Strai国ero.e. wlth 1融仙g宮h"}E (putative genotypes) Fa t也LlLk Fa Cr回 S回
Awnl伺 S
(a) KK LkLk sksk awnl四8only nonnal hood only 5 4 
(b) Kk LkLk sksk awned -j・ awn-le88nor1'lal h.回xl-f・ longawn 6 8 
Awned 
kk LkLk sksk awned only long awn only 17 17 
The result shown above proved加 benearly satisfac句ry.For， phenoty-
P田 that8oppe8ored in their next generation were just as expected， and also 
the ratio of genotyp邸 (a)80nd (b) in awnless c)a関 wasabout 1 : 2， 801-
though a pla.nt that w踊 inreality of genotype (b) did not segreg80句 awned
subjacent hood in Fs， perh80ps owing to t∞sma.l a number of plants being 
tested. 
c) Rel8otion between two subおcenthoooded v80rieties origin8oted from 
China 80nd Jap8on. 
動 thvarieties of subjacent hα札 Tayeh・13from China and S白kitori-hen
from Japan， agree in the features th80t the hood-like appe凶agesare gene-
r80ly situated below the top of the outer paleas， and that no spur of floral 
organ e玄istswithin the h∞d-like appendag回. But， both varieties differ 
from each other in some such points酪 pr問。nceor absence of a wn， size and 
form of the appendag回， etc. In order to know the genetical bases of these 
differences， a cross was made between them. The FI hybrid thus obtained 
was found to be an exact replica of Tay白，h-13parent， and in the Ft appea-
red only the parental ty戸swith some阻偲ptionallong-awned plants (Table 
15). As pointed out before， tbe subjacent h叫 edbarley is liable tO outcr制
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T ABLE 15. Segreg.ti，向。'1diflerent t!lP曲。f叫 bj邸側11wod向 FIgeneratioo 
。'1a Ta!le1r.-13 x Sekilori・MncrOB. 
F， oelfed 
F. open 
Tay・h・13type Sekitori-bfro type long'l' 
(Normal) (uzu type) awn 
54 
238 
26 
72 
1 
8 
Total 
81 
318 
x2 
2.40 
0.52 
'" These individuals were exeludPd for the が句悦.
P 
.12 
.47 
47 
owing to the structure of paleas， 80 that the e玄関ptionalplants are thought 
加 havebeen brought about by outcr明 singwith other pollens， even in the 
artificially selfed plot due to mi回ingthe time of bagging. If 80， the F， segre-
gation is deemed as a自impleMendelian with dominance of the Tayeh type・
It is further noted here that whi1e the Tayeh type segregates were a11 r田og-
nized normal type， Sekitori-hen type segregates were semi-brachytic or uzu 
type only. Therefore， it may be plausible to conceive that both parental 
varieties involve one and the回 megene， sk， for subjacent h∞d， but the 
hαxl Iilhape etc. were modified further by the蹴 tionof the uzu gene， as it 
is genera11y recognized that this uzu gene exerts its effect in shortening 
almost a1 parts of a plant， and in fact this often lower the site of normal 
hα泊 justaS it was found by Ubisch in a cross between normal h∞ded bar-
1ey and awned uzu barley. 80， we may conclude that Tayeh・13and Sekito・
ri-hen were both arisen by reccurent recessive mutations of Sk 1∞us indepen-
dently in different 1∞alities. 
In this connectidn， we are a180 interested in a hooded mutant discovered 
by Har1an (1931). The characters of this mutant was described by him as 
fo11ows :印Thisp1ant was near1y leaf-1ess， the 1eaf b1ades on the upper no・
des being reduced to mere spurs. Despite the specia1 care， the p1ant did not 
thrive we11， and one culm on1y could eventually head out. The伺 ron that 
culm was found to be provided with h∞ds，∞ntrary to the expectation from 
the parental forms with long awIlS. It was sterile， so it could not be tested 
further， " etc. 
A careful comparison of the head of this mutant shown in his paper 
with those of the Bubjacent hooded barley from Tayeh reveals that the自etwo 
resemble one another in details. It w出 furtherrecognized that Tayeh・13，
which origina11y possesses 8hort and narrow leaves， have segregated several 
l伺 f-1朗自 p1antsin F， ofa cr偶swith Colsess 1， although the leaves of the 
"leaf-le関"p1ants were somewhat longer than those of Har1an's mutant. 
There are some reasons to supp佃e，therefore， that these two variations 
might have ∞cuηed from a very simi1ar， if not identica1， mutation. 80， 
Har1an's be1ief that∞currence of the mutant is so significant舗 tothrow 
light on the origin of hooded barJey s田msto be overestimated. 
d) Interrelation of sk gene with several marker genes. 
For the determinatioD of the linkage group of the sk gene， a few cros-
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ses were made and their Fz segregation自 werestudied， but it was not suc-
cessful. As shown in Table 16， the gene sk was inherited independently of 
Vv 0)， NηOII)， Ss (V)， Ac供 (VI)， and Brbr (VII). Independence with 
K -series in group IV was shown before. The gene sk might therefors be 
l∞ated in linkage group II， although no∞nclusive evidence伺 nbe pr関ented. 
.LABLE 16. Segregalw，‘o[ cMracter pairs 8初訓"。ω(up叫ゐntinMrilance i骨
a [ew CTOSS回 wil1tTayeh-13， a subjacent初odedbarley. 
Tayeh・13 Linkage Genotypeo F2 phenotypes 
tested 一一 Total )(2 Clro8sed with group Xx Yy XY 玄y xY xy 
N且dideficiens I Sksk Vv 295 96 61 30 482 12.016 
" III H Nn 299 92 71 19 481 11.137 Br即 hytie " " Nn 254 73 62 22 411 5.977 
" VII " Brbr 255 72 63 21 411 6.247 Colse田 I V " Ss 334 96 105 33 568 1.891 
H VI " ACIlC 430 138 568 0.150 
5. Fragile stem character 印 linkagegroup V. 
P 
.007 
.018 
.113 
.102 
.598 
.703 
Mode of inheritance and linkage of fragile stem character in barley have 
never been reported in Japan nor i.n foreign countries. In this study， a six:-
rowed巴overedbarley wi.th compact ear， called Kamairazu was used. This 
strain is chara巴terizedby the ex:traordinary fragility of the stems and lea-
ves， being easily broken between fingers. In spite of the fragility， the 
stems of this vari.ant beωme more flex:ible than those of the normal at a 
stage previous句 itsmaturity. Such mutants as this have be加 foundrather 
frequently in rice and barley in Japan， whereas it h邸 neverbeen recorded 
in foreign countries. For e玄ample，Uchidaく1947)re戸rtedthe ∞curen伺 of
spontanωus mutation in a rice variety “Sotoku" and in the offsprings of a 
barley hybrid between Miho・65and Shirochinko. A similar barley mutant 
was also discovered by the pr朗 entauthors， although this was proved to have 
arisen by a mutation at a differeut 1∞us (unpublished). 
Kamairazu was crossed with four varieti.es， each possessing some of the 
marker genes of the seven different chrom叩omes.
Since Fl hybrids from these crosses always produced almost normal tough 
stem， and in F2 segregated tough stem and fragile stem plants ina 3 : 1 
ratio. The gene for fragile stem was designated as fs. Table 17 gives various 
character pairs inherited independently of Fsfs. The segregation in F2 indicated 
ag∞d agreement between the observed and the calculated ratios for inde戸n-
dent inheri句nce. It seems probable， therefore， that Fsfs for tough vs. 
fragile stem is independent of the gene pairs as follows : V v in group 1， 
Bb in group II， N n， and Lklk in group II， Blbl in group IV， U zuz in 
group VI and also Brbr in group VII. 
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TT，BI<E 17. F2 抑 regatio問。fse叩ralclwracler凹 irls1wwing 印de~陪叫側t i nMrita lICe 
m 8e師団1crOSS6S with Kam副razu，a fragile slem叫 riell.
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
? ?
???
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
???
?
， ?
?
?
???
Cro回 Charaeters
tested 
No. まー. Y1 
???
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
??????
?
??
P 
.08 
.56 
.03 
.06 
.48 
v.large 
.37 
v.large 
.25 
.26 
z x 
6.713 
2.063 
9.098 
7.429 
2.535 
O.ω9 
3.131 
0.737 
4.178 
4.015 
Total 
?????????
???
??
? ?? ?
。
???
??
??
?。?
????
xy 
??
? 。 ?
???
? 。 。
??
，??
?
? ?
?
? ，
?
????
。 ， ?
???? ?
????
??
??
? ? ??
??
?
?
?
???
?????
250 
259 
243 
188 
209 
207 
203 
207 
172 
216 
Fsfs 
" " ??
，
??
??
Vv 
Bb 
Ll 
" Nn 
Lklk 
Blbl 
Uzuz 
" Brbr 
31 
? ?
?
??????
???
? ??
Iraki Bl卸 k
" 
" Kairyo・
Bozu 
" 
H 
" 8uifu 
Brachytie 
??
??
??
?
??
" 
The gene for fragile stem may be inferred to be in linkage group V. 
Intertelation between Fsfs and Rr for rough vs sm∞th awn and Ss for long 
vs. short haired rachilla was studied by using three crosses. The results 
shown in Table 18， reveals that the gene pair Fsfs is apparently linked 
Linka~ relatio情。fFsfs with Ss and Rr TABLE 18. 
P 
8mall 
0.19 
8mall 
0.59 
0.02 
0.65 
8mall 
large 
small 
large 
，S'， 
279 
279 
279 
475 
475.1 
475 
475 
475.1 
475 
475 
475.1 
475.1 
438 
438 66.295 
438 0.271 
16.328 
4.852 
32.50 
0.796 
95.524 
1.906 
10.239 
1.683 
Total 
? ? ?
???
????
????
??
?
????????
?
?? ? ?
，???
?
??
?
?「
??
?
? ??
?
??? ????
?
?????
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
??
?
?
XY 
159 54 
157.0 52.3 
142.3 66.9 
237 112 
267.2 89.1 
245.7 110.6 
309 45 
267.2 89.1 
304.2 52.1 
258 91 
267.2 89.1 
255.2 101.1 
282 51 
246.2 82.2 
279.0 49.5 
ltems 
Ob8Vd. No. 
9: 3: 3: 1 rati。
20.35% r制omb.
Obsvd. No. 
9: 3: 3 : 1 ratio 
26.12% recomb. 
Obsvd. No. 
9: 3: 3: 1 ratio 
25.1% recomb. 
Obsvd. No. 
9 : 3: 3: 1 ratio 
38.61" recomb. 
Ob8Vd. No. 
9: 3: 3 : 1 ratio 
25.99% recomb. 
* lraki Black x Ligule.less 
ー
??
???
?
?
?
??
?
?
??
Fsfs 
Fsf8 
Fsfs 
88 
88 
Rr 
Rr 
Rr 
88 
88 
31 
.31 
36:・
33 
31 
with Ss and Rr. As a matter of course， Rr and Ss were also linked with 
each other. The recombination values between these three gene pai四 were
as followB : 
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Cross No. Re巴ombinationva1ues (%) 
fs ~ s ~ ~~ ~repu1sio心 20. 35 :i: 3. 84 
131 (グ) 26. 12 :i: 2. 85 
fs -r 31 (repu1sion) 38. 61 :i: 2. 60 
r-s t31(巴oupling) 25. 10 :i: 1. 59 
[36 (グ) 25. 99 :i: 1. 69 
The fit of the observed data to the佃 1cu1atedsegregation based on the 
r関戸ctivere∞'mbination percentag田 provedto be ve~ gぽxl.Linkage of Rr 
and Ss h剖 beenconfirmed by severa1 workers， wh佃ere巴ombinationpercen-
tag伺 being28. 1， 30， 30. 8， 34. 6，伺.35and 42.7 respective1y. These va-
1ues are a1 somewhat 1arger than that obtained in this experiment， but the 
diocrepancies are not so 1arge in some団ses.Therefore， itis possib1e to con-
c1ude臨 fe1ythat Fsfs for tough vs. fragi1e stem character is 10cated in lin-
kage group V， and the three genes 0巴，Uron the fifth chromosome in the or-
der of Fsfs， Ss， and Rr as is shown in Fig. 9. 
却.61J
fs 8 r 
トオ:Z〉一 --1・-32》
Fig. 9. Arrangement of the three ge且eson the fifth chro皿osome.
Summary 
This paper presents resu1ts of studies on the inheritan巴eand 1inkage of 
severa1 characters of practica1 or genetica1 interest. They are summarized 
as follows : 
1. Ligu1e-and auric1e-1ess and purp1e 1eaf-sheath， both inv01ved in a mu-
tant v町iety，“Ligu1e-1ess"behaved as simp1e Mende1ian characters. 
The gene pair Alal for norma1 VB. 1igu1e-1ess and P，-p，-for purp1e vs. 
green sheath were found to be 1inked with Ee for norma1 vs. 10ng-
awned outer g1ume and a1回 withVv for non-six-row vs. si玄-roW.Thes巴
four genes are arranged in the order of al -pr -v -e on the first 
chromosome (Fig. 2.). Independent inheritance of Alal with genes 
known to be in si玄 otherlinkage groups was a1so confirmed. 
2. A mutant variety of Japanese origin， called "Bracteate" is characterized 
by the presence of bra巴tsor third outer g1umes on each of the central 
spikelets of i臼 head.The gene， Trd t，-d， for this character pair was 
found to be linked with Bb for black vs. normal chaff c010ur with 
about 15 per cent of recombination， but was inherited independently of 
Vv (I)， N旬 (III)， Ss (V)， and a1so Allan (VI). It was inferr巴dthat 
this character was resu1t of another mutation in the同 me1∞耶 that
produced var.α，fghanicum Vav. 
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3. It seemed probable from our e玄perimentsand many other instanc偶 the.t，
so far as the Japanese bar1eys are巴oncerned，the 1a玄 vs.dense伺 ras 
well as the 10ng vs. short a wn character pairs are both巴hief1ygover-
ned by a sing1e respective major gene， Ll and Lklk， located in linkage 
group III. Studies on interre1ation of the two genes with Nn for ∞-
vered vs. naked kerne1 indicated that Lklk， N n and Ll were arranged 
in that order on the third chromosome in bar1ey (Fig. 4). 
4. Acoording to the site of h∞ds on the outer pal阻 s，the h∞ded ba-rley 
were c1assified into norma1 or sessile h∞d， e1evated h∞d and subjacent 
h∞d (Fig. 5). All possib1e combinations of crosses were made between 
representative varieties of these different hooded or awned forms， and 
their interrelation were studied. 
1t was shown that the norma1 h∞d， the e1evated h∞d and the 10ng-
awn were governed by a mu1tip1e allelic series K， Ke and k. The 
gene K for norma1 hα>dw回 a1mostcomplete1y dominant over Ke for 
e1evated h∞d and k for 10ng-awn， while Ke was on1y且1ightlydominant 
over k. The mu1tip1e allelic hypothesis seemed to be supported by the 
fact that K and Ke are both 1inked with Bl for b1ue a1euron in 1inkage 
group lV with a1most equa1 intensity. 
5. The subjacent hood was shown to be due to a gene， sk， recessive to the 
10ng-awned eondition， which was independent of K-series. The gene， 
sk， in homozygous condition behaved epistatic to K and Ke， 10wering 
the site of h∞d even. in the presence of K or Ke gene. Linkage of the 
Sksk gene was not yet estab1ished， a1though this was proved to be in-
dependent of V vく1)， N旬 (III)，Ss (V)， Acαc (VI)， and Brbr (VII). 
6. It w酪 shownthat two different subjacent hooded bar1ey from China 
and Japan， respective1y， Tayeh・13and Sekitori-hen originated from 
the same mutation at the sk 1∞us， a1though the 1atter is somewhat 
different in the ap伺 ranceof hood from the former due to the uz gene. 
It was a1so pointed out that a hooded mutant dis巴overedby Harlan 
resemb1ed the subjacenもhoodedstrain from China in the major charac-
teristies. 
7. A fragile stem eharacter of a Japanese mutant bar1ey， Kamairazu， 
was inherited as simp1e recessive to normal. The gene pair， Fsfs was 
proved to be 1inked with Ss for long VS. short-haired r即 hillaaud Rr 
for rough vs. smooth awn. The order of the arrangement of th国ethree 
genes on the fifth chromosome is fs -s -r. Fsfs was confirmed to be 
independent of severa1 genes 10cated in the other six linkage groups. 
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